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Heavy thoughts on my mind

Walking down this road of fame
I fear life's most tempting game

Pouring through the sands of time
A whirlwind of hate rushes in
I turn and run away from sin

Wandering why I even came
I hang my head in sinful shame

Looking for a new beginning,
A door to something better

Drowning in a sea of pain
Everywhere I turn, a wall of rain
I ask myself why I get pulled under
All I feel is pounding thunder

No more fighting, hitting, screaming
A ray of light trickling in,
It burst into flames of passion

Wanting, needing, hoping, pleading

Heated by the past's destruction

Taking, faking, lying, cheating

Two jaded lives walking through

jJJP'Vliding, flying, running, beating

This game of shame, so real and true
Painful love and cheating bribes
Playing clearly before our eyes

Following, caring, laughing, meeting
Into your mind I am reading

This web we weave of blatant lies
Holding together the world in which we dwell
Sticking to our hearts full of hurt
Could this ever really work?
This life of hidden dreams so strong
How could destiny be wrong?
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Insanity comes crashing in
All of what I do is sin
Life, I wish did not begin
Love, I can never give again

